Members

GPE 1-23-2019
Bill Bailey SPCEET
M. A. Karim SPCEET
Lee Ann Lands CHSS

Freeland
Cher McLester CCBE
Saddo Soble Pi ECE
Stacy Delacruz ECE
Marina Koether CH&M
Charity Butcher CHSS

Gianlu Bisco Grad Student Rep
Heather Scott UC
Mingon Kang CS
Doug Mostie (Humayun) CoEcs2

Debbie Smith UC
Scott Nowak

Guests

Danielle Harrington Registrar
Marci Richardson Registrar
Margot Hedenstrom guest Asst Prof Nursing

Briez Authorized PhD Business Admin

Kevin Gwaltney Institutional Effectiveness
Amy Jones Academic Affairs

Jane Brennan Nursing
Sheelah Fouse Williams Nursing
Kast Hedenstrom Nursing